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TITLE IX
U.S. Department Of Education Issues Memo Stating Title IX Does Not Expressly
Protect LGBTQ students.
The U.S. Department of Education Office of the General Counsel released a memo
on January 8, 2021, regarding the effect of the Supreme Court’s decision in Bostock
v. Clayton County (2020) 140 S. Ct. 1731, with respect to Title IX.
Title IX prohibits sex discrimination in education programs or activities receiving
Federal financial assistance. The memo stated Bostock compelled the Department
to interpret Title IX in accord with the ordinary public meaning of its terms at the
time of its enactment. Accordingly, the term “sex” in Title IX meant biological
sex, male or female, which was the only construction consistent with the ordinary
public meaning of “sex” at the time of Title IX’s enactment. In other words, Title
IX’s prohibition against sex discrimination did not confer protections based on
transgender status or sexual orientation.
The Department further stated that if it received a complaint that alleged
discrimination based on a person’s transgender status or homosexuality, it must
consider whether the complaint involved the person’s biological sex, which is
necessary to trigger Title IX protections. Accordingly, the Department expressed
that it would not find a recipient in violation of Title IX if it recorded a student’s
biological sex in school records, referred to a student using sex-based pronouns
that correspond to the student’s biological sex, or refused to permit a student to
participate in a program or activity lawfully provided for members of the opposite
sex, regardless of transgender status or homosexuality.
The memo additionally stated the Department interpreted Title IX to require a
recipient to provide separate athletic teams to separate participants solely based
only on their biological sex, male or female, and not based on transgender status
or homosexuality. It further interpreted Title IX to require recipients to provide
separate toilet, locker room, and shower facilities only based on biological sex.
Read the memo here.

NOTE:

It is likely that the incoming Biden Administration will act quickly to change the
Department’s interpretation of how Title IX applies to LGBTQ students.
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SPECIAL EDUCATION
Student Who Alleged Denial Of Access To Public
Facilities Not Required To Exhaust The Administrative
Procedures Required By The Individuals With
Disabilities Education Act.
D.D. was an elementary school student with disabilityrelated behavioral issues who was enrolled in the
Los Angeles Unified School District. As early as
kindergarten, D.D.’s school called his mother to take
him home early from school. D.D.’s mother requested
a one-to-one aide “to accommodate D.D.’s needs and
enable him to participate with his peers,” but the District
denied the request.
His behavior worsened in first grade, and the school
informed D.D.’s mother that she could either retrieve
D.D. from school because of his behavior or have a
family member serve as his one-to-one aide in the
classroom. D.D.’s mother’s partner, Albert, left his job
to serve as D.D.’s aide. After D.D. spent seven days in a
psychiatric facility, D.D.’s mother again unsuccessfully
requested a one-to-one aide for him.
D.D.’s behavioral issues persisted through the second
grade. His mother again sought accommodations,
including a one-to-one aide or placement in a non-public
school, which the District denied. Circumstances did
not improve, and D.D. commonly left class and walked
around the campus for almost the entire school day
unattended.
D.D.’s mother requested a due process hearing before
California’s Office of Administrative Hearings, Special
Education Division, consistent with the requirements
of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act.
The Request described in detail the District’s asserted
failures to provide D.D. with the evaluations, services,
and programs necessary to provide him with a free
appropriate public education despite the goals and
assessments specified in his Individualized Education
Program. The Request also sought (1) funding or
reimbursement for various assessments and evaluations,
(2) compensatory education services, (3) damages for
violations of the Rehabilitation Act, Americans with
Disabilities Act, and Unruh Civil Rights Act, and (4)
“any other remedies deemed appropriate by the hearing
officer assigned to this case.”
D.D. and the District negotiated a settlement agreement
resolving all claims arising under the IDEA and all
California special education statutes and regulations.”
The agreement expressly did not “release any claims
for damages required to be asserted in a court of law
and which could not have been asserted in proceedings
under the IDEA and/or California special education
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statutes and regulations,” including “any claims that can
be made under” the ADA.
D.D. later filed a lawsuit against the District and alleged
violations of the ADA and the Rehabilitation Act. He
amended his complaint and sought only damages for
disability discrimination under the ADA.
The District filed a motion to dismiss the lawsuit
and argued D.D.’s lawsuit mirrored the due process
complaint and sought a free appropriate public
education. The trial court dismissed the complaint and
held D.D. must exhaust the administrative appeals
process for his claim. D.D. appealed.
On appeal, the Court of Appeals considered whether
the essence of D.D.’s claim was equality of access to
public facilities or adequacy of special education. If the
former, the lawsuit alleged a violation of ADA, and D.D.
could proceed with the lawsuit contrary to the original
ruling of the trial court. If the latter, the lawsuit alleged
a violation of IDEA, which required D.D. to exhaust
the administrative appeals process and the trial court
correctly dismissed the lawsuit.
Here, D.D.’s lawsuit alleged only a violation of the ADA
and summarized his discrimination claim in language
that reflected the broader access requirements of the
ADA and the obligation to give individuals who have
disabilities equal opportunity to participate in public
programs. Specifically, the complaint alleged the
District violated the ADA “by failing to provide D.D.
with reasonable accommodations, auxiliary aids and
services that he needed in order to enjoy equal access
to the benefits of a public education, and to otherwise
not exclude D.D. from its educational program.”
Additionally, the factual allegations in the lawsuit
indicated that the impetus of D.D.’s lawsuit was his loss
of educational opportunity “because he was banished
from his classrooms, rather than deficiencies in his
individualized educational program.” The lawsuit did
not contain any references to the allegedly inadequate
educational programs and IEP-related services that
were addressed in the Request. Stated simply, the
lawsuit repeatedly highlighted D.D.’s exclusion from the
classroom, not the inadequacy of his experience in the
classroom.
The Court of Appeals found the complaint supported
a conclusion that D.D.’s lawsuit did not implicate
the educational program of the IEP and, hence, his
ADA discrimination claim did not require exhaustion
pursuant to IDEA requirements. Additionally, the Court
of Appeal found that D.D.’s agreement with the District
expressly preserved his right to make any claims under
the ADA.
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The Court also considered D.D.’s lawsuit using the
test laid out by the Supreme Court in Fry v. Napoleon
Cmty. Sch. (2017) __ U.S. __ [137 S. Ct. 743, 748]. The
Court determined D.D.’s lawsuit sought to enforce the
ADA’s “promise of non-discriminatory access to public
institutions” rather than the IDEA’s “guarantee of
individually tailored educational services.”
Ultimately, the Court of Appeal held D.D. has alleged
a cognizable claim under the ADA, and the trial court
erred in dismissing his complaint. It vacated the trial
court’s dismissal of the complaint and remanded the
case for further proceedings.
D. D. v. Los Angeles Unified Sch. Dist. (2020) __ F.3d __
[2020 WL 7776924].

BUSINESS AND FACILITIES
Bid Thresholds Increased To $96,700 For School And
Community College District Contracts
As of January 1, 2021, the bid threshold over which
community college and school district governing boards
must competitively bid and award certain contracts was
increased to $96,700. This increased threshold level
applies to the following types of contracts:
• Purchase of equipment, materials, or supplies to be
furnished, sold, or leased to the district;
• Services that are not construction services; and
• Repairs, including maintenance as defined in Public
Contract Code (PCC) sections 20115 and 20656, as
applicable, which are not public projects as defined
in PCC section 22002 subdivision (c).
PCC sections 20111 subdivision (a) and 20651
subdivision (a) require school and community college
district governing boards, respectively, to competitively
bid and award any contracts involving an expenditure
of more than $50,000, adjusted for inflation, to the lowest
responsible bidder. The State Superintendent of Public
Instruction and the Board of Governors of the California
Community Colleges must annually adjust the $50,000
amount specified in the PCC. Both entities have
increased the bid limit 1.57% to $96,700 for 2021.
Contracts for construction of public projects, as defined
in PCC section 22002 subdivision (c), still have a bid
threshold of $15,000. Public projects include contracts
for construction, reconstruction, erection, alteration,
renovation, improvement, demolition, and repair. This
$15,000 threshold is not adjusted for inflation.
The California Department of Education posted its

notice adjusting the bid threshold for K-12 school
districts here. The California Community Colleges
Chancellor’s Office issued a memorandum adjusting the
bid limits, which can be found here.

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
TRAINING
U.S. Department Of Labor No Longer Enforcing
Executive Order Regarding Content Of Diversity
And Inclusion Training After Federal Court Issued
Preliminary Injunction.
On September 22, 2020, President Trump issued
Executive Order 13950, “Combating Race and Sex
Stereotyping.” The Executive Order set forth the
policy of the United States “not to promote race or sex
stereotyping or scapegoating” and prohibited federal
contractors from instilling such views in their employees
in workplace diversity and inclusion trainings. More
information about the Executive Order is available in
frequently asked questions on the topic.
In response to this Executive Order, advocacy
organizations that provided trainings to local
government agencies on topics including, systemic
racism, intersectionality, gender identity and gender
expression, and sexual orientation brought an action
against the President of the United States and other
government agencies and officials challenging the
constitutionality of certain sections of the Executive
Order. The organizations specifically requested the trial
court issue a nationwide preliminary injunction to stop
the Federal government from enforcing the Executive
Order. The trial court considered the request and after
oral arguments on December 10, 2020, granted the
preliminary injunction against the Executive Order
effective December 22, 2020. (Santa Cruz Lesbian & Gay
Cmty. Ctr. v. Trump (2020) __ F.3d __ [2020 WL 7640460].)
As a result, the Office of Federal Contract Compliance
Programs at the U.S. Department of Labor issued a
notice regarding the injunction and Executive Order.
Specifically, the notice states the Office will not
accept any complaints regarding Federal contractors’
alleged noncompliance with Executive Order 13950,
will stop investigation of any alleged noncompliance
with Executive Order 13950, and will not take
any enforcement action because of any complaint.
Additionally, the Office will not publish any additional
Requests for Information seeking information regarding
the training, workshops, or programming provided to
employees of government contractors with regard to
compliance or noncompliance with Executive Order
13950. Finally, the Office will not enforce any of the
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provisions required by Section 4(a) of Executive Order
13950 contained in government contracts or subcontracts
to the extent those provisions were already included.
Read the Notice regarding Executive Order 13950 here.

FIRM VICTORIES
Peace Officer’s Termination Upheld On Multiple
Charges, Including Dishonesty.
LCW Partner Scott Tiedemann and Associate Attorney
Allen Acosta prevailed on behalf of a city in a peace
officer’s termination appeal.
In May 2020, a black man was waiting for friends across
the street from a trolley station. A white peace officer
detained the man for allegedly smoking and committing
fare evasion, which the man denied. When the man
attempted to walk away, the peace officer grabbed the
man’s shirt to prevent him from leaving and repeatedly
pushed him into a seated position. The officer claimed
that the man smacked his hand. The officer arrested
the man for assaulting an officer. The officer failed to
activate his body-worn camera until after he grabbed the
man’s shirt. However, a citizen’s video of the arrest was
posted online and drew significant negative attention,
including public protests.
On the ride to the police station, the officer insulted
the man. The man responded that the officer could not
admit a mistake. The officer then said the man was
“getting another charge” and told dispatch to add a
charge for violation of Penal Code Section 148, which
prohibits a person from intentionally resisting, delaying,
or obstructing an officer from performing lawful duties.
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the street from the trolley platform. Based in part on
the above, the city’s Personnel Appeals Board upheld
the termination in a unanimous vote. In light of this
decision, the officer may file a petition for administrative
writ of mandamus with the court to seek further review
of his termination.
LCW Wins Grievance Arbitration Regarding “Me Too”
Salary Increase Provision.
LCW Partner Adrianna Guzman and Associate Attorney
Emanuela Tala won a grievance arbitration on behalf
of a county. At issue was the interpretation of a “me
too” salary increase provision in the memorandum
of understanding between the county and the union
(MOU). The union claimed that the county’s actions to
increase salaries in two different units triggered the “me
too” clause.
The “me too” language was originally added to the
MOU in the term prior to the current MOU. The
original “me-too” language stated that if the county
came to an agreement with another recognized employee
organization “that includes an equivalent salary
adjustment (i.e., 2% cost of living) for all classifications
covered under the agreement, the County will
implement the same salary adjustment for all employees
covered by this MOU, unless the agreement includes an
exchange of a current benefit form.”
In the negotiations for the current MOU, the county
and the union added new language to the “me too”
provision. The new language added the word “range”
so that the “me too” clause would be triggered by an
“equivalent salary range adjustment” in another unit.

Following an investigation, the chief of police terminated
the officer based on five grounds of misconduct: two
counts of dishonesty (including an allegation that the
peace officer filed a false police report regarding the
arrest); failure to comply with the department’s bodyworn camera policy; discourteous behavior towards
an arrestee; and exceeding peace officer powers by
detaining the man without reasonable suspicion.

The union’s witness in the arbitration was not at the
bargaining table during negotiations for the previous
MOU, but she was at the table for the current MOU.
Her testimony was limited to her understanding of the
meaning of the “me too” clause. The county’s witness,
however, drafted the original language and was the
county’s chief labor negotiator at all times relevant to
the “me too” grievance. The county’s witness testified
that the “me too” language only applied to an acrossthe-board equivalent salary adjustment, and not to the
inequivalent salary increases that were classificationspecific as had occurred in two other units.

The officer appealed his termination to the city’s
Personnel Appeals Board, alleging that he detained
the man based on reasonable suspicion that the man
was smoking and/or committing fare evasion because
the man was standing on property owned by the
transit agency that operates the trolley. However, the
officer admitted that he quickly determined the man
was not smoking. A sergeant from the transit agency
testified that no one has to pay a fare to stand across

The arbitrator noted that since the union brought the
grievance, it had the burden of proving that the MOU’s
“me too” salary increase language was triggered. The
arbitrator interpreted the MOU in favor of the county.
First, the union claimed that the county’s decision to
add a new step to one salary range for classifications
in another unit triggered the clause. The arbitrator
disagreed. He found that the addition of the word
“range” in the “me too” clause limited the clause to only
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those instances when the county increased the number
the county assigns to each salary range. The evidence
showed that while the county had added a new step
to certain ranges, it had not increased any salary range
numbers.
Second, the union claimed that the county’s action to
increase salary ranges for classifications in another unit
to maintain market parity with other agencies triggered
the “me too” clause. The arbitrator disagreed here
too. The parity adjustment was different for each of
the classifications. The arbitrator found that since the
market parity increases were not equal, they were not
the “equivalent salary range adjustment” required to
trigger the “me too” clause.
The arbitrator found that the remedy portion of the “me
too” clause also supported the county’s interpretation
because it required “the same equivalent salary range
adjustment” be applied to those classifications that the
union represented. Therefore, the “me too” language
was not meant to cover salary range adjustments that
varied from classification to classification.

NOTE:

This case illustrates how important it is to have witnesses
who are not only familiar with the bargaining history, but
who were at the table when the CBA provision at issue
was negotiated. LCW attorneys are expert in preparing
and presenting the agency witnesses who will be critical
to winning grievance arbitrations.

FLSA
U.S. DOL Opinion Letter Says Certain Travel Time
Between Home Office And Employer’s Offices Is Not
Work Time Under The Continuous Workday Rule.
On December 31, 2020, the U.S. Department of Labor
(DOL) issued an opinion letter about whether an
employer must pay for travel time for an employee who
chooses to work from a home office part of the day and
from the employer’s office for part of the day.
Under the continuous workday rule, the time period
from the beginning of an employee’s work duties to
the end of those activities on the same workday is
compensable work time. The continuous workday
rule applies once the employee begins the first task
that is integral and indispensable to the tasks she was
hired to perform. Travel that is part of an employee’s
principal activity, such as travel between worksites, is
generally considered to be part of the day’s work and is
compensable.

The DOL opinion letter highlighted two categories
of travel time that are not compensable under the
continuous workday rule.
First, travel is not compensable if the employee is off
duty. For example, an employee starts work at the
employer’s office, travels to a personal appointment
(parent-teacher conference), and then completes the
work day at home. In this case, the DOL opinion
letter found that the employer need not pay for the
time the employee spent traveling to and from the
conference. The employee is free to use the time for her
own purposes (the parent-teacher conference) and is
therefore off duty even during the commuting time. The
employee is not paid for this travel because she has been
completely relieved of work duties and is traveling for
her own purposes on her own time.
Second, travel is not compensable if the employee
is engaged in normal commuting. For example, an
employee works at home from 6-8 a.m., goes to a
doctor’s appointment from 9-10 a.m., drives to the
employer’s office at 11, and drives home at 6 p.m. in
the evening. As in the first example, the employee
is off duty when she travels to and from the doctor’s
appointment and when she attends the appointment.
Although she did start work at home before her travel to
the doctor, she was completely freed from work duties
once she started traveling to the doctor and she could
use the entire time traveling for her own purposes. Such
off-duty travel is not compensable under the continuous
workday rule. When she traveled from the employer’s
office to her home at the end of the workday, it was
normal commute time that need not be compensated.
The DOL concluded that when an employee arranges
for her work day to be divided into a block worked from
home and a block worked from the employer’s office,
separated by a block reserved for the employee for her
own purposes, the reserved time is not compensable,
even if the employee uses some of that time to travel
between her home and the employer’s office.

NOTE:

Under this opinion letter, employees who telecommute
from their home office for part of the day and travel to the
employer’s offices on the same day could be engaged in the
normal home to work commute. Normal home to work
travel is not compensable work time under the FLSA.
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DISCRIMINATION
Employee Could Not Establish That Reduction In Force
Was Discriminatory.
David Foroudi worked as a senior project engineer at
The Aerospace Corporation (Aerospace). Foroudi’s
supervisors counseled him regarding deficiencies in his
performance and warned him that failure to improve
could result in corrective action. Under the collective
bargaining agreement, Aerospace management assigned
all bargaining unit employees, including Foroudi, to
a value ranking based on their performance. “Bin 1”
contained the highest-ranked employees and “bin 5”
contained the lowest. In 2010 and 2011, Foroudi was
ranked as bin 5.
In late 2011, Aerospace learned that its funding would be
significantly impacted by Department of Defense budget
cuts. In response, Aerospace began implementing a
company-wide reduction in force (RIF). The pool of
eligible employees was divided into those ranked in bins
4 and 5 in 2011; new employees who were unranked;
and employees on displaced status. Management
then ranked RIF-eligible employees based on several
criteria, including bin ranking, performance issues, and
skills and expertise. Foroudi’s managers ultimately
selected him for the RIF because he was in the lowest
ranking bin, he did not have a strong background in
algorithmic applications for GPS navigation, and he
had received prior performance counseling. Aerospace
notified Foroudi he would be laid off in March 2012. In
Foroudi’s division, one laid off employee was in his 80’s,
two were in their 70’s, 17 were in their 60’s, 46 were in
their 50’s, 24 were in their 40’s, and six were in their 30’s.
Foroudi’s duties were given to an employee who was 14
years younger than Foroudi and who was considered an
expert in GPS technology.
In January 2013, Foroudi filed a charge with the
California Department of Fair Employment and Housing
(DFEH) alleging discrimination, harassment, and
retaliation because of his age, association with a member
of a protected class, family care or medical leave,
national origin, and religion. He also filed a charge
of discrimination with the U.S. Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC). More than one year
later, Foroudi filed an amended DFEH charge alleging
that he was laid off because of his protected statuses.
In August 2014, Foroudi and four other former
Aerospace employees filed a civil complaint against
Aerospace, alleging among other claims, age
discrimination in violation of the Fair Employment and
Housing Act (FEHA). The complaint also alleged that
Aerospace used the RIF as pretext to hide its motivation
to terminate Foroudi because of his age, and that the
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RIF had a disparate impact on employees over the age
of 50. In January 2015, the employees filed an amended
complaint to add a cause of action under the Federal
Age Discrimination in Employment Act and class action
allegations.
After a federal court dismissed the employees’ disparate
impact and class allegations because they were not
included in the DFEH charge, the matter was remanded
to California superior court. Foroudi subsequently
contacted the DFEH and EEOC to amend his charges to
include class and disparate impact allegations, but the
superior court did not let Foroudi file an amended civil
complaint.
Aerospace then moved to dismiss Foroudi’s case.
Aerospace claimed that he could not establish a prima
facie case of age discrimination, nor provide substantial
evidence that Aerospace’s reasons for the RIF were a
pretext for age discrimination. Foroudi argued that
discriminatory intent was evident because: 1) he was
more experienced and qualified than the younger
employee who took over his work; 2) his statistics
showed the RIF had a disparate impact on older workers;
3) Aerospace did not rehire him after he was laid off;
and 4) his managers gave “shifting” reasons for selecting
him for the RIF. The superior court found in favor of
Aerospace. Foroudi appealed.
The California Court of Appeal affirmed the superior
court’s ruling. First, the court upheld the decision to
deny Foroudi the opportunity to amend his complaint.
The court noted that the EEOC did issue Foroudi a new
right-to-sue letter after the federal court remanded the
case. But, the exhaustion of EEOC remedies did not
satisfy the requirements for Foroudi’s state law FEHA
claims. While Foroudi attempted to add the class
claims to the DFEH charge, he did so more than three
years after the DFEH had permanently closed his case
and nearly two years after he filed his civil complaint.
Foroudi could not argue his charge including the class
and disparate impact claims “related back” to his prior
DFEH charge because he was asserting new theories
that could not be supported by his prior DFEH charge.
Accordingly, Foroudi could not show he exhausted his
administrative remedies as to his class and disparate
impact claims.
Next, the court agreed to enter judgment in favor of
Aerospace. The court reasoned that even assuming
Foroudi could establish a prima facie case, Aerospace
had legitimate, nondiscriminatory reasons for Foroudi’s
termination that Foroudi could not show were
pretextual. Aerospace’s evidence showed it instituted
the company-wide RIF after learning it faced potentially
severe cuts to its funding and selected Foroudi using
standardized criteria.
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The court found that Foroudi could only proceed by
offering “substantial evidence” that Aerospace’s reasons
for terminating Foroudi were untrue or pretextual and
that Foroudi had not met this burden. For example,
the court noted that he was not replaced by a younger
employee. Rather, Aerospace eliminated Foroudi’s
position and created a new position that combined
Foroudi’s former duties with the duties of an existing
employee. Further, the court noted that for Foroudi’s
statistical evidence to create an inference of intentional
discrimination, it had to “demonstrate a significant
disparity” and “eliminate nondiscriminatory reasons
for the apparent disparity.” The statistical evidence
Foroudi offered did not account for the age-neutral
factors that were considered in connection with the RIF,
such as an employee’s experience, performance, and the
anticipated future need for the employee’s skill.
For these reasons, the Court of Appeal affirmed the
superior court’s ruling and awarded Aerospace its costs
on appeal.
Foroudi v. Aerospace Corp. (2020) 57 Cal.App.5th 992.

NOTE:

Given the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic, many
employers have reduced their workforces. State and
federal laws prohibit discrimination in the RIF process.
Public agencies should ensure they are evaluating
employees according to standardized criteria that are not
age-related to avoid claims that they are discriminating
against employees 40 and above.

LABOR RELATIONS
MOU Provision Allowing Purge Of Negative Personnel
Records Over One Year Old Violated The Public Policy
Supporting The State’s Merit System.
The California Department of Human Resources (State)
had a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with the
International Union of Operating Engineers (the Union)
regarding terms and conditions of employment for State
employees classified as bargaining unit 12. MOU Article
16.7(G) said that “materials of a negative nature” placed
in an employee’s personnel file shall, at the request
of the employee, “be purged ... after one year.” This
provision did not apply to “formal adverse actions” as
defined in the Government Code or to “material of a
negative nature for which actions have occurred during
the intervening one year period.”
In 2014 and 2015, an employee in bargaining unit 12,
referenced as B.H., reviewed his personnel file at the
Department of Water Resources (DWR) and requested
that materials of a negative nature be purged. In March
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2016, DWR disciplined B.H. by reducing his salary
by 10% for one year. This discipline was based on
various acts or omissions between 2013 and the end of
2015. To support the discipline and demonstrate that
B.H. received progressive discipline, DWR referenced
numerous counseling and corrective memoranda that
contained negative material in the notice of disciplinary
action. The dates of these memoranda ranged from 2007
to 2015.
After B.H. appealed his discipline, the parties reached
an agreement to settle the disciplinary action. In the
settlement agreement, B.H. agreed to accept a 10% salary
reduction for six months and waive his right to challenge
his disciplinary action in any other proceeding. During
the settlement discussions, the Union filed a grievance
alleging the DWR violated MOU Article 16.7 by relying
on prior corrective action to discipline B.H. since the
memoranda on file for more than one year should have
been purged. The parties were unable to resolve the
dispute and participated in arbitration. The arbitrator
found the State violated the MOU and ordered the State
to “cease and desist” from violating Article 16.7.
The State subsequently sought trial court review of the
award. In its lawsuit, the State argued the award should
be vacated because the arbitrator’s interpretation of
Article 16.7 violated public policy by undermining State
departments’ ability to take appropriate disciplinary
action based on progressive discipline. The State also
argued the arbitrator’s interpretation of Article 16.7
would interfere with the State Personnel Board’s
constitutional duty to review disciplinary action. The
trial court disagreed and found that the arbitrator
correctly interpreted the MOU. The State appealed.
The merit principal of State civil service employment
mandates that: “In the civil service permanent
appointment and promotion shall be made under
a general system based on merit ascertained by
competitive examination.” Under this merit principle,
State employees are to be recruited, selected, and
advanced under conditions of political neutrality, equal
opportunity, and competition on the basis of merit
and competence. MOU’s, even when approved by the
Legislature, may not contravene the merit principle.
The court noted that enforcing Article 16.7 as the
arbitrator had interpreted it would impermissibly
undermine the State merit principle. This is because
the State would be unable to retain, consider or rely
on negative material in counseling and corrective
memoranda older than one year old after a file-purge
request. The court reasoned that these documents
memorialize an employee’s ongoing work performance,
provide warnings of areas needing improvement, and
may have a material bearing on subsequent disciplinary
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decisions. Purging these records would substantially
undermine that State’s ability to make fair and factbased evaluations of employee performance and take
disciplinary action based on merit. For these reasons,
court concluded the arbitrator’s decision violated public
policy.
Further, the court concluded the arbitrator’s
interpretation would interfere with the State’s ability
to carry out progressive discipline, which is required
by the State Personnel Board. The court noted that the
DWR had extensively documented B.H.’s behavior over
the years with counseling and corrective memoranda.
However, under the arbitrator’s interpretation, that
evidence had to be removed and could not be used or
relied on to support the disciplinary action or to verify
that progressive discipline occurred. If B.H. exhibited
similar work deficiencies in the future warranting
disciplinary action, DWR would have no record that
it followed progressive discipline. Finally, the State
Personnel Board could not confirm whether the DWR
followed progressive discipline rules if the purge was
permitted.
Thus, the court determined the trial could should have
vacated the arbitrator’s award.
Dep’t of Human Res. v. Int’l Union of Operating Engineers
(2020) 58 Cal App 5th 861

NOTE:

The court explicitly limited its opinion to the one-year
purge policy: “We offer no opinion whether a three-year
provision . . . would survive the same public policy
challenge against which the MOU provision in this
case—with its one-year provision—did not.” As a result,
it remains unclear whether an MOU provision requiring
the purging of negative material after more than one year
would violate the public policy supporting the State’s
merit system.

PERB Rules County Impermissibly Surface Bargained
Revisions To Class Specifications.
The County of Sacramento’s Department of Airports
has approximately 11 Airport Operations Dispatchers
II, and three Airport Operations Dispatchers Range B.
According the job description for the Airport Operations
Dispatcher I/II classification, all dispatchers must
have no criminal history, a valid California Driver
License, meet certain physical requirements, and pass
a background check. All dispatchers must perform
a variety of communications functions, including
receiving, evaluating, and responding to requests for
emergency and non-emergency services.

In 2016, the County’s Emergency Medical Services
Agency notified the County that any dispatch units
accepting calls for emergency medical assistance would
be required to use an updated dispatch procedure. It
also required all emergency medical dispatchers to
obtain and maintain an Emergency Medical Dispatch
(EMD) certification. To obtain an EMD certification,
an emergency medical dispatcher must: 1) be 18 years
of age or older; 2) possess a high school diploma or
general education equivalent; 3) possess a current, basic
Healthcare Provider Cardiac Life Support card; and 4)
complete an approved training course.
After receiving notice of the new procedure, the
County initiated a classification study to determine
whether to revise the Airport Operations Dispatcher
I/II classification to include the EMD certification
requirement. The County notified United Public
Employees, Inc. (Union), the union representing the
Airport Operations Dispatcher I/II class specification, of
the classification study and offered to meet and confer
over the revisions and the certification requirement.
After the parties agreed to several class specification
revisions, the County withdrew the changes asserting
it was not required to bargain the EMD certification
requirement. Throughout the course of the negotiations,
the Union sought a wage increase based on the
certification requirement. However, the County rejected
the Union’s proposals, stating that the wage proposals
should be raised during the negotiations for the parties’
successor memorandum of understanding (MOU),
which were occurring simultaneously. The Union
asked to continue discussions regarding the wage issue,
but the County left the negotiations table. While the
County later indicated it remained willing to engage
in effects bargaining, the Union did not request it. The
County subsequently implemented the EMD certification
requirement, but did not revise the Airport Operations
Dispatcher I/II class specification.
The Union then filed an unfair practice charge, alleging
the County failed to meet and confer in good faith over
revisions to the class specification. The Administrative
Law Judge (ALJ) issued a proposed decision concluding
the County made an unlawful unilateral change to the
terms and conditions of the dispatchers’ employment,
even though the Union’s unfair practice charge never
included a unilateral change allegation. The County
filed exceptions to the ALJ’s decision.
The Public Employment Relations Board (PERB)
concluded it was improper for the ALJ to analyze the
case under the unilateral change theory. PERB noted
that a complaint alleging a unilateral change – a per se
violation of the Meyers-Milias-Brown Act (MMBA) –
typically alleges that the respondent changed a policy
without affording the exclusive representative prior
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notice or an opportunity to meet and confer over the
change or its effects. While the Union did not allege that
the County changed the policy without providing the
union notice or an opportunity to meet and confer over
the change or its effects, PERB noted that this omission
did not necessarily foreclose consideration of the
unilateral change theory. However, the Union neither
amended its complaint nor demonstrated that the
unalleged violation doctrine had been satisfied. Further,
at no point during PERB’s investigatory or hearing
processes did the Union raise an independent unilateral
change theory. Thus, PERB concluded the County did
not have sufficient notice that a unilateral change theory
would be litigated in this case.
While PERB determined the Union could not establish a
unilateral change theory, it nonetheless determined that
the County violated its bargaining obligations under
the MMBA by surface bargaining over the revisions to
the class specification. PERB first noted that the County
was obligated to negotiate about the addition of the
EMD certification requirement. PERB reasoned that
changes to job specifications, including certification
requirements and other qualifications, are within the
scope of representation unless the changes at issue do
no more than is required to comply with an externallyimposed change in the law. The County attempted
to invoke this exception since the Emergency Medical
Services Agency required the certification, but PERB
concluded that the exception did not apply. PERB found
that the Emergency Medical Services Agency was a
County entity, so it did not qualify for the externallyimposed law exception. In addition, PERB found that
the underlying state Emergency Medical Services Act
did not set an inflexible standard or ensure immutable
provisions that would negate the County’s duty to
bargain with the Union.
Next, PERB also concluded that the County was required
to bargain with the Union regarding its wage proposals.
While the County argued that the Union was required to
make its wage proposals in successor MOU negotiations,
PERB disagreed. PERB noted that the Union’s wage
proposals were made in response to the County’s
proposed revisions to the class specification, which
included a new training and certification requirement.
PERB reasoned it would be “patently unfair under these
circumstances” to allow the County to propose new
terms and conditions of employment within the scope
of representation while simultaneously preventing the
Union from making integrally related counterproposals.
Indeed, such conduct would constitute prohibited
“piecemeal” bargaining tactics. Thus, once the County
proposed revised class specifications, it was obligated to
negotiate at the same table any proposals by the Union
on related matters within the scope of representation.

Having concluded that the County was required to
bargain over the revisions to the class specification
and the Union’s wage proposals, PERB determined
that the County had surface bargained. PERB noted
that the ultimate inquiry in surface bargaining cases
is whether the totality of the conduct was sufficiently
egregious to frustrate negotiations or avoid agreement.
PERB reasoned the County exhibited a take-it-or-leave
it attitude by taking the position the EMD certification
requirement was not negotiable and repeatedly rejecting
the Union’s attempts to discuss a wage increase tied to
the change in the class specification. Further, the County
implemented the EMD certification requirement without
first bargaining with the Union to impasse or agreement.
For these reasons, PERB found the County surface
bargained in violation of the MMBA.
United Public Employees v. County of Sacramento, PERB
Decision No. 2745-M (2020).

NOTE:

Although this case involved an interpretation of the
Meyers-Milias-Brown Act, the bargaining statute that
applies to cities, counties, and special districts, PERB
frequently looks to decisions under the MMBA in
interpreting the Educational Employment Relations Act.
The typical remedy for surface bargaining includes an
order to cease and desist from negotiating in bad faith
and from interfering with protected rights. Further, if
an employer implements changes to terms and conditions
within the scope of representation without first reaching
a bona fide impasse in negotiations, PERB orders the
employer to restore the status quo. Here, PERB ordered
the County to cease and desist from negotiating in bad
faith and to restore the conditions that existed prior to the
County’s surface bargaining.

A Manager’s Emails Praising An Employee’s Criticism
Of Union Interfered With Union’s MMBA Rights.
California Public, Professional and Medical Employees,
Teamsters Local 911 (Union) represents five
classifications of lifeguards in two bargaining groups at
the City of San Diego. At all relevant times, the Union
and the City were parties to a single memorandum of
understanding (MOU) covering both units.
The City’s Police Department receives all emergency
911 calls. Prior to December 2016, the City’s police
dispatchers would transfer certain emergency calls
to one communications center to dispatch firefighters
and paramedics, and to a separate center to dispatch
lifeguards.
On December 15, 2016, the City changed its policy to
require dispatchers to first route inland water rescue
calls to the firefighters and paramedics. Under the new
policy, dispatchers began to send firefighters as the
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primary responders to certain calls to which lifeguards
had previously responded. The Union perceived this
change caused a loss of bargaining unit work and filed a
grievance. The Union also protested the policy change
in letters to the City Councilmembers and the City’s Fire
Chief in January and February 2017.
In March 2017, the Union claimed at its press conference
that the new dispatch policy had contributed to the
drowning of a young child. Soon afterward, the City
held its own press conference to present its view of the
tragedy. At a morning briefing after the Union’s press
conference, the City’s Lifeguard Chief told the lifeguards
that Department management was “displeased” at the
Union’s performance at the press conference and that
each lifeguard participant would be held accountable. A
Marine Safety Lieutenant emailed other lifeguards from
his personal email account using the subject heading
“Lifeguard Union Fail” and indicating that the Union’s
press conference had let down City lifeguards and
sullied their reputation. The Lifeguard Chief responded
to the Marine Safety Lieutenant by email to praise him
for his leadership.
In June 2017, the City and the Union executed a
settlement agreement requiring the Union to dismiss the
2016 dispatch policy grievance. In exchange, the City
agreed to rescind the new dispatch policy and restore
the status quo that existed prior to December 2016.
Additionally, the parties agreed to meet and confer in
accordance with the Meyers-Milias-Brown Act (MMBA)
on the mandatory subjects of bargaining, including the
dispatch procedure for inland water rescue.
Thereafter, the parties met to negotiate on several
occasions. The City’s initial proposal for a new dispatch
procedure largely mirrored the procedure the City
had agreed to rescind under the grievance settlement
agreement. The Union responded by filing an unfair
practice charge. While the parties continued negotiating,
they were never able to reach an agreement. The City
maintained the same dispatch policy it had followed
prior to the grievance.
During this same time, the Union and the City were
also disputing the makeup of the City’s special search
and rescue teams and their deployment to Hurricane
Harvey. The Union’s spokesperson held another press
conference to protest what he considered to be the Fire
Chief’s action to block a City search and rescue team
from responding to that hurricane. The City issued its
own press statement in response. The Fire Chief then
decided to reduce lifeguard representation on one of the
City’s special search and rescue teams because he did
not believe the lifeguards had all of the necessary skills
or experience for emergency operations.
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Following this press conference, the same Marine
Safety Lieutenant emailed an internal distribution list
with the subject heading “Union Fail Part V.” In this
email, the Marine Safety Lieutenant referenced a letter
from another city’s fire chief that criticized the Union’s
comments at the press conference. He also wrote that
based on the Union’s actions, lifeguard representation on
a particular search and rescue team was being reduced
40%. The Lifeguard Chief once again praised the Marine
Safety Lieutenant via email. The Fire Chief then reduced
lifeguard representation on the team in question from 11
lifeguards to seven. The City later promoted the Marine
Safety Lieutenant to a position in another unit.
The Union then amended its unfair practice charge to
allege the City violated the MMBA by: 1) negotiating
in bad faith during the negotiations required under the
grievance settlement; 2) retaliating against the Union and
the employees it represents for protected activities; and
3) sending emails that constituted unlawful interference
with MMBA rights.
The Public Employment Relations Board (PERB)
addressed each of the Union’s allegations in turn.
First, PERB concluded that the City did not bargain in
bad faith in the negotiations following the grievance
settlement. PERB noted that the City adequately
explained its proposals and showed flexibility in its
approach from the outset. In addition, multiple City
witnesses testified that the City indeed reverted to the
pre-grievance dispatch policy pursuant to the settlement
agreement. PERB dismissed the Union’s bad faith
bargaining claim.
Second, PERB considered the Union’s retaliation
claim. To establish a prima facie case of retaliation,
the charging party has the burden to prove that: 1) one
or more employees engaged in an activity protected
by a labor relations statue that PERB enforces; 2) the
respondent had knowledge of the protected activity;
3) the respondent took adverse action against one
or more employees; and 4) the respondent took the
adverse action “because of” the protected activity. If the
charging party meets its burden, the responding party
then has the opportunity to prove that it would have
taken the same action absent protected activity.
PERB found the Union could establish a prima facie case.
But, PERB ultimately concluded the City could prove
that it would have taken the same action, even absent the
Union’s protected activities. PERB found that an email
from the Marine Safety Lieutenant to the California
Office of Emergency Services Fire and Rescue Chief,
more than any protected activity, caused the Fire Chief
to reduce lifeguard representation on one of the City’s
special search and rescue teams.
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Lastly, PERB concluded that two emails the Lifeguard Chief sent to the Marine Safety Lieutenant praising him for the
“Union Fail” emails constituted unlawful interference. To establish a prima facie interference case, a charging party must
show that a respondent’s conduct tends to or does result in some harm to protected MMBA rights. First, PERB found that
the emails linked the reduction of Union work to the Union’s press conference. Second, PERB reasoned that lifeguards
learning of these emails could infer that they might avoid adverse action or obtain preferential treatment if they opposed
Union leadership. PERB found that this was especially true in light of the Lifeguard Chief’s statement that lifeguards
participating in the first press conference would be held accountable.
California Public, Professional and Medical Employees, Teamsters Local 911 v. City of San Diego, PERB Decision No. 2747-M
(2020).

NOTE:

Although this case involved an interpretation of the Meyers-Milias-Brown Act, the bargaining statute that applies to cities,
counties, and special districts, PERB frequently looks to decisions under the MMBA in interpreting the Educational Employment
Relations Act. This case demonstrates that unfair practice charges often involve numerous distinct claims and incidents.
Management can avoid interference charges by not praising employees for opposing an employee organization’s leadership.

DID YOU KNOW….?
Whether you are looking to impress your colleagues or just want to learn more about the law, LCW has your back! Use
and share these fun legal facts about various topics in labor and employment law.
• An employer can file a petition requesting a court to issue a gun violence restraining order to enjoin an employee
from purchasing or possessing a firearm. (Penal Code Section 18170(a)(1)(B).)
• Effective January 1, 2021, the California minimum wage is $13.00/hour for employers with 25 employees or less and
$14.00/hour for employers with 26 employees or more.
• Under California’s Fair Employment and Housing Act regulations, employers can require assistive animals to meet
minimum standards. Employers may require that the assistive animal: 1) is “free from offensive odors and displays
habits appropriate to the work environment, for example, the elimination of urine and feces”; and 2) “not engage in
behavior that endangers the health or safety of the individual with a disability or others in the workplace.” (2 C.C.R.
§11065(a)(2).)

CONSORTIUM CALL OF THE MONTH
Members of Liebert Cassidy Whitmore’s employment relations consortiums may speak directly to an LCW attorney free
of charge regarding questions that are not related to ongoing legal matters that LCW is handling for the agency, or that do
not require in-depth research, document review, or written opinions. Consortium call questions run the gamut of topics,
from leaves of absence to employment applications, disciplinary concerns to disability accommodations, labor relations
issues and more. This feature describes an interesting consortium call and how the question was answered. We will
protect the confidentiality of client communications with LCW attorneys by changing or omitting details.
Question: A human resources manager told LCW that a supervisor had noticed a pattern of an employee clocking
in from lunch and then immediately going to the restroom for 10-15 minutes each time. The supervisor suspects the
employee is taking these restroom breaks to extend his lunch.
Answer: The attorney advised that the supervisor can address the restroom breaks with the employee, with the following
caveats. The supervisor should be prepared to handle or respond to any claims of a medical condition and the potential
need to engage in the interactive process regarding a disability. Also, to avoid discrimination claims, the supervisor
should ensure he is treating all employees who show the same pattern of conduct in the same manner. In addition, there
may be a past practice that allows combining rest and lunch breaks that should be investigated before the supervisor
responds.

§
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Firm Publications
To view these articles and the most recent attorney-authored articles, please visit: www.lcwlegal.com/news.
Partner Peter Brown and Associate Alexander Volberding recently penned a Bloomberg Law piece “Labor Law, Union Implications for Employer-Mandated Covid
Vaccines,” which was published Jan. 21. The piece discusses how employers will likely have to bargain with labor organizations that represent their employees prior to
requiring certain employees be vaccinated.
Partner Peter Brown and Associate Alexander Volberding were both recently quoted in “Can employers mandate the COVID-19 vaccine?” which was published in the
Orange County Register, Daily Breeze, Inland Valley Daily Bulletin, Press-Telegram, Los Angeles Daily News, Pasadena Star-News, Redlands Daily Facts, The PressEnterprise, The San Bernardino Sun, San Gabriel Valley Tribune and Whittier Daily News. The piece explores whether an employer can legally mandate the vaccine
under the Americans with Disabilities Act and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

New to the Firm
Michael Jarvis is a Labor Relations Consultant in LCW's Los Angeles office. His background includes working in
management roles, and he has more than a decade of labor negotiation experience working with clients on mutually
beneficial outcomes while building positive and productive relationships.
He can be reached at 916.747.6219 or mjarvis@lcwlegal.com.
Arti L. Bhimani is Senior Counsel in LCW's Los Angeles office. She is a leading litigator on behalf of nonprofit institutions,
having served as Deputy General Counsel and head of litigation for a leading global healthcare nonprofit.
She can be reached at 310.981.2318 or abhimani@lcwlegal.com.
Sylvia J. Quach is an Associate in LCW's Los Angeles office where she advises clients in all aspects of labor and
employment law and defends clients in litigation.
She can be reached at 310.981.2000 or squach@lcwlegal.com.
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The LCW Labor Relations Certification Program is designed for labor relations and human resources
professionals who work in public sector agencies. It is designed for both those new to the field as well as
experienced practitioners seeking to hone their skills.
Participants may take one or all of the classes, in any order. Take all of the classes to earn your certificate and
receive 6 hours of HRCI credit per course!
Join our other upcoming HRCI Certified - Labor Relations Certification Program Workshops:
1. January 28, 2021 - Nuts & Bolts of Negotiations
2. February 25 & March 4, 2021 - The Public Employment Relations Board (PERB) Academy
3. March 24 & 31, 2021 - Trends & Topics at the Table
The use of this official seal confirms that this Activity
has met HR Certification Institute’s® (HRCI®) criteria for
recertification credit pre-approval.

Learn more about this program by visiting https://www.lcwlegal.com/lrcp.
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Registration is now open!
We’re reimagining the LCW Conference and offering
a flexible lineup to maximize your learning and
networking opportunities.
Click here to register.
LCW Confused about COVID-19 Vaccinations? What
Webinar Public Employers Should Know About the Legal
Issues Implicated by COVID-19 Vaccinations

FRIDAY, JANUARY 29, 2021 | 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM

REGISTER
TODAY!

In this webinar, we will discuss the updated guidance provided by the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) concerning COVID-19 vaccinations,
including vaccinations required by employers. This webinar will address how the EEOC
vaccination guidance affects public agencies’ obligations and employee entitlements
under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 (Title VII), the Fair Employment and Housing Act (FEHA) and the Food, Drug &
Cosmetic Act (FD&C Act). We will discuss issues concerning employee exemptions
from vaccination requirements, how employers should consider accommodating
employees who refuse vaccinations, and other workplace issues implicated by
COVID-19 vaccinations, such as requests for and retention of employee vaccination
records.

PRESENTED BY
Peter J. Brown &
Alexander Volberding

January 2021
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Management Training Workshops

Firm Activities
Consortium Training
Jan. 27

“Public Sector Employment Law Update”
Ventura/Santa Barbara ERC | Webinar | Richard S. Whitmore

Jan. 28

“Maximizing Performance Through Evaluation, Documentation and Corrective Action”
Bay Area ERC | Webinar | Christopher S. Frederick

Feb. 3

“Managing COVID-19 Issues: Now and What’s Next”
Orange County | Webinar | Peter J. Brown & Alexander Volberding

Feb. 3

“Difficult Conversations”
South Bay ERC | Webinar | Stacey H. Sullivan

Feb. 4

“Navigating the Crossroads of Discipline and Disability Accommodation”
Imperial Valley ERC | Webinar | Jennifer Rosner

Feb. 4

“The Art of Writing the Performance Evaluation”
Northern CA CCD ERC | Webinar | Amy Brandt

Feb. 4

“File That! Best Practices for Employee Document and Record Management”
San Gabriel Valley ERC | Webinar | James E. Oldendorph

Feb. 5

“Summit: Race Forum (AM Session)”
Bay Area CCD ERC | Webinar | Laura Schulkind

Feb. 5

“Summit: Race Forum (PM Session)”
Bay Area CCD ERC | Webinar | Laura Schulkind

Feb. 5

“Hiring the Best While Developing Diversity in the Workforce: Legal Requirements and Best Practices
for Screening Committees”
Central CA CCD ERC | Webinar | Jenny Denny

Feb. 10

“Supervisor’s Guide to Understanding and Managing Employees’ Rights: Labor, Leaves and
Accommodations”
Central Coast ERC | Webinar | Kelsey Cropper

Feb. 10

“Prevention and Control of Absenteeism and Abuse of Leave”
North State ERC | Webinar | Brian J. Hoffman

Feb. 11

“The Art of Writing the Performance Evaluation”
East Inland Empire ERC | Webinar | I. Emanuela Tala

Feb. 11

“Maximizing Supervisory Skills for the First Line Supervisor - Part 1”
LA County HR Consortium | Webinar | Kristi Recchia

Feb. 11

“Human Resources Academy I”
San Diego ERC | Webinar | Kristi Recchia

Feb. 17

“The Art of Writing the Performance Evaluation”
Central Valley ERC | Webinar | Stephanie J. Lowe
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Feb. 17

“Administering Overlapping Laws Covering Discrimination, Leaves and Retirement Part 1”
Gold Country ERC | Webinar | Richard Bolanos & Richard Goldman

Feb. 25

“The Future is Now - Embracing Generational Diversity & Succession Planning”
North San Diego County ERC | Webinar | Christopher S. Frederick

Feb. 25

“Managing the Marginal Employee”
San Mateo County ERC | Webinar | Erin Kunze

Feb. 25

“Supervisor’s Guide to Public Sector Employment Law”
Ventura/Santa Barbara ERC | Webinar | Ronnie Arenas

Customized Training
Our customized training programs can help improve workplace performance and reduce exposure to liability and
costly litigation. For more information, please visit www.lcwlegal.com/events-and-training.
Jan. 27, 28

“Hiring the Best While Developing Diversity in the Workforce: Legal Requirements and Best Practices
for Screening Committees”
Contra Costa Community College District | Webinar | Laura Schulkind

Feb. 2, 3, 5

“Hiring the Best While Developing Diversity in the Workforce: Legal Requirements and Best Practices
for Screening Committees”
Rancho Santiago Community College District | Webinar | Jenny Denny

Feb. 8

“Ethics in Public Service”
City of Bellflower | Webinar | Stephanie J. Lowe

Feb. 19

“The Brown Act”
Mt. San Jacinto College | Webinar | T. Oliver Yee

Feb. 25

“Management Labor Relations Training”
Hartnell Community College District | Webinar | Laura Schulkind & Heather R. Coffman

Speaking Engagements
Jan. 29

“Public Sector Employment Law Update”
County Personnel Administrators Association of California (CPAAC) Central Valley Meeting | Webinar |
Shelline Bennett

Feb. 3

“Supervising & Managing Employees After COVID-19: Navigating Employee Leave Rights and
Teleworking & Other Accommodation Requests”
Public Agency Risk Managers Association (PARMA) Annual Conference | Webinar | Jennifer Rosner &
Alysha Stein-Manes

Feb. 18

“Negotiated Overtime Provisions vs. FLSA Overtime Requirements: How To Manage The Overlap”
LCW Conference 2021 | Webinar | Lisa S. Charbonneau

Feb. 18

“HR Bootcamp: Leave Overview”
LCW Conference 2021 | Webinar | Laura Drottz Kalty

Feb. 18

“HR Bootcamp: Discipline and Due Process Rights”
LCW Conference 2021 | Webinar | Richard Bolanos

Feb. 18

“Top 10 Retirement Errors You Didn’t Know You Were Making”
LCW Conference 2021 | Webinar | Steven M. Berliner & Michael Youril
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Feb. 18

“HR Bootcamp: A Legal Tune Up to Get, and Stay, in Peak Legal Shape”
LCW Conference 2021 | Webinar | Melanie L. Chaney

Feb. 18

“Personnel Records and Public Records Act Requests in the Public Safety Arena”
LCW Conference 2021 | Webinar | Geoffrey S. Sheldon

Feb. 18

“Opening Session”
LCW Conference 2021 | Webinar | J. Scott Tiedemann & Morin I. Jacob & Shelline Bennett & Mark
Meyerhoff

Feb. 18

“Police and Fire Legal Update”
LCW Conference 2021 | Webinar | J. Scott Tiedemann

Feb. 18

“Disciplinary Investigations and Appeals”
LCW Conference 2021 | Webinar | Suzanne Solomon

Feb. 19

“Conducting Defensible Workplace Investigations In the Midst of a Pandemic”
LCW Conference 2021 | Webinar | Morin I. Jacob

Feb. 19

“Something Old Something New - Hot Topics for Employee Benefits in a COVID World”
LCW Conference 2021 | Webinar | Heather DeBlanc

Feb. 19

“Negotiating Compensation in Labor Agreements - What Drives the Compensation Conversation?”
LCW Conference 2021 | Webinar | Jack Hughes

Feb. 19

“Teleworking: Best Practices for Now and Going Forward”
LCW Conference 2021 | Webinar | Alexander Volberding & Alysha Stein-Manes & Stephanie J. Lowe

Feb. 19

“Top Legal Issues to Review and Correct in Collective Bargaining Agreements”
LCW Conference 2021 | Webinar | Che I. Johnson

Feb. 19

“Closing Session”
LCW Conference 2021 | Webinar | Paul D. Knothe & Lisa S. Charbonneau & Stephanie J. Lowe & Che I.
Johnson

Feb. 19

“It is Time to Prepare for Your Upcoming Labor Negotiations - Tips for Success in the Preparation
Process”
LCW Conference 2021 | Webinar | Peter J. Brown

Feb. 19

“Litigation 2021: What Can Your Agency Expect?”
LCW Conference 2021 | Webinar | Mark Meyerhoff

Feb. 19

“Compensating Employees for Hours Worked - Seems Simple, Right?”
LCW Conference 2021 | Webinar | Elizabeth Tom Arce

Feb. 19

“Reasonable Accommodation for Chronic Lifelong Illness or Injury”
LCW Conference 2021 | Webinar | Jennifer Rosner
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Seminars / Webinars

For more information and to register, please visit www.lcwlegal.com/events-and-training/webinars-seminars.
Jan. 21, 28

“Nuts & Bolts of Negotiations”
Liebert Cassidy Whitmore | Webinar | Kristi Recchia & Laura Drottz Kalty

Feb. 25

“PERB Academy”
Liebert Cassidy Whitmore | Webinar | Kristi Recchia & Adrianna E. Guzman
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